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Certifications,  
labels & pictograms
Cacao Barry® seeks transparency for cocoa and consumer respect. Nature offers us its best 
cocoa beans, so we use quality expertise in order to obtain chocolates with the purest taste.

100% PURE COCOA BUTTER
According to the Directive 2000/36/  
EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council relating to cocoa and 
chocolate products intended for human consumption, 
5% of vegetable fat in chocolate is allowed. Cacao Barry® 
guarantees chocolates are made with 100% pure cocoa 
butter.

100% TRACEABLE COCOA BEANS 

from farmer to chef.
Cacao Barry® knows farmers as well as 
the origin of beans. Here begins the story 
between farmers who harvest cocoa 
beans; Cacao Barry® transforms the 
cocoa beans to get the best of its aromas, and chefs  
work this chocolate to make their creations.

LENÔTRE

An excellence 
collaboration.
For over 30 years, Cacao Barry®’s passion and 
innovation and its partner Lenôtre, prestigious 
signature in gastronomy, combine their talents 
to create a range of chocolates and fine pralinés. 
These products, respond to the requests and needs 
of chefs.

KOSHER PAREVE
In the Jewish religion, it is a product that has in 
its composition neither milk ingredient nor meat 
ingredient.

Q-FERMENTATION™ 

Pureté range is certified 
Q-fermentation™.
Q-Fermentation™ - quality controlled fermentation 
- is a unique relationship between man and 
nature. Fermentation is an essential step in the 
development of flavors. This is done by optimizing 
the method of fermentation and by increasing the 
presence of natural fermentation which have the 
greatest impact on the cocoa’s flavors. We obtain 
unique, intense and pure flavors close to zero 
impurities or off-flavors released by each cocoa 
bean: the Q-fermentation™ method.

COCOA HORIZONS 
Since 2015, Cacao Barry® is proud 
to support The Cocoa Horizons 
foundation and its mission to improve the livelihoods 
of cocoa farmers worldwide through the promotion 
of sustainable practices and community development 
projects. By sharing our expertise and supporting 
farmers with coaching, inputs and financing, we enable 
them to implement best practices, maximize yields and 
increasing incomes sustainably.

VEGETARIAN
Vegetarianism is a food practice that excludes all 
animal flesh but generally allows the consumption of 
food of animal origin (eggs, milk and dairy products). 
Cacao Barry® guarantees that 100% of its products are 
vegetarian.

WITHOUT SOY LECITHIN 
Soy lecithin is a natural product extracted from soybean 
oil and used to stabilize chocolate. As soy is recognized 
as an allergen product, Cacao Barry® provides products 
without allergenic risk.

BIO 

The BIO label certifies 95% of 
the ingredients of a product are 
from organic agriculture. Cacao Barry® guarantees 
100% of its Plantation range are organic. This 
label promotes ecological balance and biodiversity 
conservation.

100% NATURAL VANILLA

Bourbon vanilla is the name given 
to the species Vanilla Planifolia that 
grows in the Indian Ocean, mainly in 
Madagascar and Réunion. It is the most aromatic 
vanilla in the world.

SOY

KOSHER DAIRY
In the Jewish religion, it is a product 
that has in its composition milk or milk 
derivatives.
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Developed from the best beans, both Plantation couvertures are harvested according to the 
Bio NOP Regulations*. The fact that the beans originate from a single unique plantation allows 
Cacao Barry® to offer unique aromatic notes for chocolates that evolve over time.

Plantation  
Range

*Organically grown products: certification in accordance with European and American regulations.

NATURAL PARK RIO ABISEO /
PERU
TASTE PROFILE
Dominant bitterness, red fruit notes, 
long lasting flavor

VARIETY 
Criollo Amazonia (Trinitario)
In the heart of a Peruvian nature park, the 
Alto El Sol plantation is protected by a lush 
environment, giving the cocoa trees all their 
richness.

SAMBIRANO /  
MADAGASCAR
TASTE PROFILE
Citrus  bitterness, sour woody notes, and a hint 
of liquorice.

VARIETY 
Trinitario
In the north of Madagascar, the Madirofolo 
plantation is surrounded by tamarind trees which 
give the beans their unique fruity flavor.

65% min. cocoa 38% fat Fluidity BB 24 months

Madirofolo
MILLÉSIME - 65% Min. Cocoa

CHD-Q65MADN-2B-U73 6 x 1 kg

Alto el Sol          
MILLÉSIME - 65% Min. Cocoa

CHD-P65ALTN-2B-U73 6 x 1 kg

Moulding Bar Coating 65% min. cocoa 37% fat Fluidity BB 24 months

Moulding Bar Coating

PLANTATION COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE



Grown in limited quantities, the cocoa 
beans selected for Origin Couverture 
Chocolates originate from a single 
country to offer you exceptional 
chocolates with a strong personality.

Origine 
Range  

ORIGINE DARK COUVERTURE  
CHOCOLATES

Mexique 66% Min. Cocoa
CHD-N66MEX-US-U75 4 x 2.5 kg

VARIETY  
- Forastero

TASTE PROFILE 
Fragrant nuts, fruity notes,  
subtle gingerbread notes.

66% min. cocoa 37% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Moulding Bar Coating

ORIGINE MILK COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE

Ghana 40% Min. Cocoa
CHM-P40GHA-US-U75 4 x 2.5 kg

VARIETY  
- Forastero

TASTE PROFILE 
Sweet chestnut, hint of red fruit, 
caramel notes.

40% min. cocoa 21% min. milk 39% fat BB 18 monthsFluidity

Moulding Bar Coating

Tanzanie
75% Min. Cocoa

CHD-Q75TAZ-US-U75 4 x 2.5 kg

- Criollo
- Trinitario

TASTE PROFILE 
Cocoa bitterness, 
Floral notes,
Strong fruitiness.

Moulding Bar Coating

75% min. cocoa 45% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

SOY

Saint Domingue 
70% Min. Cocoa
CHD-Q70SDO-US-U75 4 x 2.5 kg

VARIETY  
- Forastero

TASTE PROFILE 
Floral spices, olive notes,
fruity wine.

70% min. cocoa 42% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Moulding Bar Coating

70% min. cocoa 41% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Fleur de Cao™  
70% Min. Cocoa
CHD-O70FLEU-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

VARIETY 
- Arriba
- Forastero

TASTE PROFILE 
Floral aroma, intense bitterness,
woody notes.

Moulding Mousse Interior

MAIN ORIGINS
- Ecuador 
- Ivory Coast 
- Sao Tomé-and-Principe 



Ocoa™
70% Min. Cocoa
CHD-N70OCOA-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

Thanks to its intense cocoa flavor,  
this dark chocolate couverture offers  
countless sources of inspiration  
as a rich yet nicely bitter  
chocolate.

Moulding Coating

Inaya™
65% Min. Cocoa
CHD-S65INAY-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

Beginning with strong cocoa taste, this chocolate  
offers a pleasant bitterness with 
roasted and slightly sour notes  
to make recipes of character.

70% min. cocoa 39% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity 65% min. cocoa 31% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Extra-Bitter Guayaquil
64% Min. Cocoa
CHD-P64EBPU-2B-U77 4 x 5 kg

This bitter dark couverture chocolate  
with roasted notes has a powerful cocoa  
flavor delicately lifted with a hint
of coffee and chestnut.

55% min. cocoa 36% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Multi-Applications

64% min. cocoa 41% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Excellence
55% Min. Cocoa
CHD-R55EXEL-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

This dark couverture has a true balanced 
taste and cocoa flavour, enabling the 
creation of countless recipes.

Cacao Barry® continues the quest for pure chocolate taste. 
With Pureté, we shed a new light on chocolate.
Each chocolate couverture has been created with cocoa 
beans using the new Q-Fermentation™ method, yielding 
beans of an exceptional purity.

With ALUNGA™, OCOA™, INAYA™, EXCELLENCE, EXTRA 
BITTER GUAYAQUIL & LACTEE SUPERIEURE you will 
release a pure, more intense taste in your creations.

Pureté 
Range 

PURETÉ DARK COUVERTURE CHOCOLATES

Mousse Ganache Soft Cake

Moulding Interior Coating



PURETÉ MILK COUVERTURE CHOCOLATES

Lactée Supérieure          
38% Min. Cocoa

CHM-O38LSUP-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

  
A milk couverture with pure cocoa flavour, 
intense milk taste, and an aromatic  
bouquet.

Alunga™
41% Min. Cocoa

CHM-Q41ALUN-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

  
A true dominant cocoa taste, 
a slightly sweet taste, and 
a milky note make this 
an intense and complex  
couverture.

41% min. cocoa 24% min. milk 35% fat BB 18 monthsFluidity

Moulding Mousse Ganache

38% min. cocoa 23% min. milk 38% fat BB 18 monthsFluidity

Moulding Mousse Coating

MORE PURE AND INTENSE FLAVORS. 

Cacao Barry® discovered that specific enzymes are naturally present in 
plantations, which reveal the purest and the most intense flavors in every cocoa 

bean. Thanks to the Q-Fermentation™ process, farmers select natural enzymes 
and add them to the pulp of the cocoa beans, creating a strong, homogeneous 

fermentation. Pureté is the association between art and science, uniting sourcing 
capabilities, technical expertise and meticulous processing methods.

All farmers are selected and trained in the best agricultural practices and 
apply the unique care necessary to obtain such intense and bold flavours. 

From healthy soil and tree management techniques to harvesting and 
Q-fermentation™ implementation: it is all part of The Cocoa Horizons program.

Unique selling point



Cacao Barry® selects the best cocoa beans in the world to offer a 
wide range of chocolate couvertures with diverse intensities and 
aromatic notes.

Héritage  
Range 

MILK COUVERTURE CHOCOLATEDARK COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE

Mi-Amère
58% Min. Cocoa
CHD-Q58MIAM-US-U77 4 x 5 kg
CHD-Q58MIAM-126 10 x 2.5kg

This dark couverture chocolate
with delicately roasted cocoa taste  
reveals subtle sourish vegetal hints.

58% min. cocoa 38% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

Moulding CoatingInterior

Lactée Barry 
Équilibre
36% Min. Cocoa
CHM-P35LBEQ-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

This pale milk couverture chocolate  
comes with delightful biscuit notes.

36% min. cocoa 38% fat BB 18 monthsFluidity29% min milk

Moulding CoatingMousse

Lactée Caramel
31% Min. Cocoa
CHF-N31CARA-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

This light colored milk couverture chocolate expresses  
the real taste of delicious caramel.

31% min. cocoa 36% fat BB 12 monthsFluidity26% min milk

Moulding Mousse Interior

MILK FLAVORED COUVERTURE  
CHOCOLATE



WHITE FLAVOURED CHOCOLATE

WHITE CHOCOLATES

Zéphyr TM

34% Min. Cocoa
CHW-N34ZEPH-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

This extremely soft
and subtly sweet white
chocolate has a smooth  
texture and a strong flavor  
of whole milk.

Blanc Satin TM

29% Min. Cocoa
CHW-Q29SATI-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

This deliciously creamy white  
chocolate offers a fabulous
sweet intensity and delicious
notes of caramel and vanilla.

29% min. cocoa 33% fat BB 12 monthsFluidity20% min. milk

MoussePastry 
ganache

Ice Cream Moulding EnrobingGanache 
filing

35% min. cocoa 39% fat BB 12 monthsFluidity30% min. milk

34% min. cocoa 40% fat BB 12 monthsFluidity26% min. milk

Zéphyr Caramel™
35% Min. Cocoa 

CHK-N35ZECA-2B-U75 4 x 2.5 kg

A delightful white chocolate with a silky texture and a strong 
caramel milk taste, as well as salty notes reminiscent of 
Brittany’s “caramel au beurre salé.” 

Multi-Applications



Extruded Baking Sticks
44% Min. Cocoa
These 8 cm chocolate sticks are ready to use, bake stable,
and the ideal shape for making pains au chocolat.

Bake 
Stable 
Products CHD-BB-168BY-357160 sticks

Box 15 x 1,6 kg 8 cm10 g * BB 24 months

Box 15 x 1,6 kg 8 cm5,3 g * BB 24 months

CHD-BB-308BY-357300 sticks

DARK CHOCOLATES

The intense cocoa taste of this dark chocolate is 
complimented by subtle herbaceous and fruity 
notes.

Chocolat Amer
60% Min. Cocoa
CHD-V60AMER-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

MousseGanacheInterior 60% min. cocoa 32% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity

An easy-to-use dark chocolate which  
is distinguished by its balanced taste  
with a nice roundness in the mouth.

Force Noire™
50% Min. Cocoa
CHD-X50FNOI-US-U77 4 x 5 kg

MousseGanacheInterior 50% min. cocoa 28% fat BB 24 monthsFluidity



100% Cocoa SOY

NIBS

100% cocoa 53% cocoa butter BB 24 months

Cocoa Nibs 
100 % Cocoa
NIBS-S-609 4 x 1 kg

Flakes of pure cocoa, carefully roasted
according to tradition.

MousseSauceInterior

PURE COCOA LIQUOR

Grand Caraque
100 % Cocoa
NCL-4C501-BY-654 4 x 3 kg

A mass of pure cocoa (100%) giving fondants
a deep chocolate colour and subtly dampening
the sweetness.

100% cocoa 53% cocoa butter BB 36 months

InteriorBiscuit Decoration

COCOA POWDERS

Plein Arôme
100 % Cocoa
DCP-22GT-BY-760 6 x 1 kg

A brown cocoa powder, very dark and fragrant,  
used to deliciously flavor preparations and biscuits.

Extra Brute 
100 % Cocoa
DCP-22SP-760 6 x 1 kg

A bright and intense red colour,
this cocoa powder is ideal for coating truffles
or for an amber dusting.

100% cocoa 22/24% fat BB 24 months

Biscuit SauceDecoration Biscuit SauceDecoration

100% cocoa 22/24% fat BB 24 months

COCOA BUTTERS

Deodorized Cocoa 
Butter
100% Cocoa butter
NCB-HD703-BY-654 4 x 3 kg

This cocoa butter protects from dampness 
and allows candies to harden.
It can also thin the chocolate used in spray nozzles.

Mycryo®

Cocoa Butter
100% Cocoa butter
NCB-HD706-BYEX-X55 8 x 550 g

The MYCRYO® cocoa butter is a powder with “insulating” 
properties which enhances the natural taste of 
ingredients and preserves their texture. For your savory 
applications, and chocolate tempering, this deodorized 
fat has a neutral taste and allows you to limit the addition 
of fat.

100% cocoa butter BB 24 months 100% cocoa butter BB 12 months

Interior Interior RoastingMousse



A refined process to release the pure taste of nature.

The Nuts Collection 

from
the orchard 
to the plate

PURE PASTES PRALINÉS ONCTUEUX CARAMELIZED

Hazelnut Praliné
50%Hazelnuts
PRN-HA50CBY-T60 2 x 5 kg

This silky smooth 50% praliné contains only the finest 
caramelized hazelnuts. Medium roasted for a rich flavour, 
and unique golden colour.

Applications:
/ Interior pastry, confectionery                                    
/ For crémeux, mousses, ice cream, sauces

CARAMELIZED SUGAR

50% hazelnuts 50% sugar BB 12 months

Filling Ice CreamMousse

Pure Hazelnut Paste
100% Hazelnuts
NPN-HA1BY-T60 2 x 5 kg

100% fresh hazelnuts gently roasted to release their 
exceptional flavour. With nothing but natural sweetness, this 
subtly gold tinted paste is ideal for your pastry  
and confectionery creations.

Applications:
/ For interior pastry, confectionery             
/ For crémeux, mousses, ice cream, sauces    
/ Ideal to lower sweetness.

Filling Ice CreamMousse

100% hazelnuts BB 12 months

SOY

SOY

Fastidiously  
selected for size,  
provenance and purpose, and 100% Mediterranean 
in origin, our nuts journey begins out in the fields 
with the experts.

The quest for a sustainable process unyielding;  
our hazelnuts are pollinated by the mistral wind. The 
orchards are irrigated and our trees nourished with 
water collected in nature using traditional methods 
to reduce waste.  

Fresh from the branches, our nuts are cracked on 
site to lock in all their natural flavour. Carefully 
harvested and handled, they are processed, 
plantation to plate, with an equal dose of people 
passion and state-of-the-art technology. 

Cleaned and sorted, 
blanched or skinned,  
every variety is unique in preparation. With trained eyes and 
a dextrous touch, our nuts are hand roasted with practiced,  
precision to release unique depths of flavour.

Some of our nuts are caramelized with the finest, molten sugars;  
all are carefully cooled to preserve the crunch.

For quality convenience,
or your customization, our nuts are then transformed  
into the smoothest pralines or precision chopped for texture.
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GIANDUJAS

20% hazelnuts 19% min. milk 38% sugar24% min. cocoa 37% fat BB 18 months

Gianduja 
Plaisir Milk
GIM-P1PLAIS-LN-606 8 x 2,5 kg

A fine blend of milk chocolate
and of subtle roasted hazelnuts.

Hazelnut 
Praliné  
Grains
NAN-CR-HA5013-T66 3 x 1 kg

A delicious crunchy preparation made
with caramelized hazelnuts without adding 
preservatives. 

Filling Ice CreamMousse

PRALINÉS ONCTUEUX CARAMELIZED

PRALINÉS ONCTUEUX PURE FRUIT TASTE

Piémont Hazelnut 
Praliné
50% Hazelnuts
PRN-PIE502BY-T60 2 x 5 kg

Refined, rich and Italian in origin, this 50% praliné              
contains only the most exceptional hazelnuts that  
Piémont can grow. Medium roasted for balance,  
and caramel in colour, it’s as versatile as it is unique.

Applications:
/Interior pastry, confectionery                                    
/For crémeux, mousses, ice cream, sauces

Filling Ice CreamMousse

50% hazelnuts Piémont 50% sugar BB 12 months

Pistachio
Praliné
70% Pistachios
PRO-PI701BY-19A 6 x 1 kg

Deliciously unique, this 70% pistachio praliné 
has a vibrant, green appearance. With pistachios 
grown in Spain and Iran, and lightly roasted for a 
fresh, authentic flavour, it’s perfect for crémeux, 
ice cream and sauces.

Applications:
/Interior pastry, confectionery                                    
/For crémeux, mousses, ice cream, sauces

70% pistachios 30% sugar BB 12 months

Filling Ice CreamMousseSOY SOY

50% hazelnuts 50% sugar BB 9 months

Decoration Biscuit Inclusions
SOY

CARAMELIZED



Croustillants and inclusions are ideal to bring textures to your creations.       

Service 
Products

Cara Crakine™
FNF-CARACR-656 4 x 5 kg 

A delicious mix made with caramel milk chocolate and toasted baked grains.
Ready-to-use, its texture will add crunch to your creations.

CROUSTILLANTS & INCLUSIONS

Biscuit Decoration

INCLUSION

Pailleté FeuilletineTM

Fragments of very thin crêpes
BIG-PF-1BO-401 4 x 2.5 kg

Pieces of crispy crepe dentelle biscuit  
for pralines, bonbons and pastries.

100% pure butter BB 12 months

Pralin Feuilletine™
FNN-X23PFBO-656 4 x 5 kg 

A delicious and crunchy ready-to-use preparation made of pieces of crêpes dentelle biscuit, 
almond-hazelnut praline and milk couverture chocolate.

Interior

23% Pailleté Feuilletine™ 12% hazelnuts 12% almonds BB 12 months

Interior

11% of toasted biscuit cereals BB 12 months

100%  
PURE 

BUTTER

Powdered Chocolate
 
CHP-20BQ-760 6 x 1 kg

A powdered chocolate ideal for your drinks, 
breakfasts and snack.

32% min. cocoa 7% fat BB 24 months

Decoration Drink

POWDER



Pâte à 
Glacer
Ivoire
M-9DBV-656 4 x 5 kg 

An ivory compound with no need
for tempering and a perfect shine
to decorate your desserts.

CoatingMoulding Decoration

20% cocoa BB 12 monthsFluidity

COMPOUNDS

Pâte à 
Glacer
Brune
M-9VSBR-656 4 x 5 kg 

Dark compound with no need for tempering,
in an intense dark colour which will provide
the perfect shine for your creations.

CoatingMoulding Decoration

18% cocoa BB 18 monthsFluidity

Pâte à 
Glacer
Blonde
M-9VBL-656 4 x 5 kg 

A pale colour, this light compound needs
no tempering and is an attractive coating
for your cakes.

CoatingMoulding Decoration

6% cocoa BB 18 monthsFluidity

Easy-to-use compounds that require no tempering with a density and sheen perfect for coating  
your creations and filling them with fresh fruits.

GLAZING & FINISHING

Brillance Noire
FWD-295-613 4 x 2 kg   

This ready to use dark chocolate glaze
is easy to spread and gives your pastries
a nice dark and shiny colour.
It can also be easily used for your  
plated-dessert decorations.

Mousse

44% cocoa BB 12 months 39% cocoa BB 12 months

Decoration

K d’Arôme Cacao
FND-J44CACAO-603 4 x 5 kg   

This very cocoa forward and subtly sweetened paste,
with no hydrogenated fats, will delicately
flavor creams, biscuits and fondants.

Interior Biscuit

Prima 
Coating
Dark
G-PRVP7-111 5 x 5 kg 

A hard dark compound that can be cut without 
cracking. It has a nice melting profile for molding or 
enrobing and is ideal for hot climate.

CoatingMoulding Decoration

16% cocoa BB 18 monthsFluidity



The Cacao Barry® decoration range has been 
developed to enhance your creations

D E C O R A T I O N

Coffee
Fine Glitters
M-7PC-US-U73
Packaging:
Box of 6 bags of 1 kg

Dimensions: 2-4 mm

Chocolate
Fine Glitters
M-7PCHF-US-U73
Packaging:
Box of 6 bags of 1 kg

Dimensions: 2-4 mm

Chocolate 
Coffee Beans
M-7GCC-484
Packaging:
Box of 8 buckets of 1 kg

Dimensions: 15 x 10 x 4 mm

Unique selling point
     Useful pack for the Vermicelli and Glitters 
with a zip for an optimal product protection.

GLITTERS, VERMICELLI AND CHOCOLATE COFFEE BEANS

Fine Chocolate
Vermicelli 
M-7VCH-US-U73
Packaging:
Box of 6 bags of 1 kg

Dimensions: 5 mm



       

Concept 

THE OR NOIR™ EXPERIENCE 
Create your 
signature chocolate
The Or Noir ™ Laboratory, a unique center  
of expertise for cocoa and chocolate, 
welcomes you and helps you with your 
creation of a customized recipe of dark           
or milk chocolate:

1.  IMAGINE the profile of the  
chocolate you dream of.

2.  SELECT your raw materials. 

3.  CREATE your recipe.

4.  TASTE your creation.

Thanks to the Or Noir™ Experience, Cacao Barry allows chefs 
to customize their own chocolate recipe from a selection of 
the best cocoa beans from around the world. The chefs will 
have more than 20 cocoa masses and chocolates, with which 
they can give free rein to their creativity by playing on the 
different aromatic notes, and thus achieve a unique and 
exclusive chocolate.

« 



BARRY CALLEBAUT USA LLC  
600 West Chicago Ave. Suite 860. Chicago IL 60654

+1 (312) 496 7300

www.cacao-barry.com
#cacaocollective

@cacaobarryofficial

Unbox Creativity.

Find Cacao Barry® chefs’ recipes
and concepts to get inspiration.
Find all about our latest innovations
and exclusive partnerships.

Scan to learn more:

Looking
for Inspiration ?

bit.ly/cb-cc-join


